
12, When it looks good to you, weld it and create a compound path.

Filling the pumpkin with 3 di�erent shapes is a bit more complex. I tried �lling before and during 
creation and found that �lling during produced better results. So lets start from step 1.

1. Create 3 ovals.  One a little smaller and fatter than the others.  Duplicate them 6 times
and move them o� to the side. You won’t use them all but it’s better to have extras incase you
make a mistake you won’t have to start all over.

2. Arrange the circles with the shorter one in the middle. 
Use the alignment keys and center them,
Then distrubute horizontally.

3. Weld this arrangement and then o�set it. I used the default o�set. It will look like this:
4. Right click and create a compound path. this will become the guide.

5. Using the two taller ovals, o�set them and but don’t create compound paths.

6. Create your own patterns for these or use patterns you already might have.  I created
Polka Dots and �lled them in so you can see them better. Select them all and make a compound
path. Duplicate the dots and set aside.

Delete the smaller circles

7. Take one of the circles and put it over the dots. Make sure the circle is in front. You can
�ll it to be sure. Then select it all, go to your modify window and CROP. Before unclicking
Make a compound path. 

8. Grab one of your set aside large ovals, o�set and make a compound path. Using alignment
tools, align the dots with the o�set circle. Enlarge the dot design very slightly to get some
overlap, then WELD. For my other tall oval, I made the dots a bit bigger and repeated it.

Create compound paths and  Set these aside now.

9, Now we will create a chevrons. If you don’t have the DE version, you can use chevrons
you may alrady have or use diagonal stripes. The knife we will use is only in the DE version.

a. Make a rectangle. Select the triangle knife with these settings and cut across.

.

If you don’t auto apply you can use the slider to adjust the triangle size.

b. Copy and paste the knive line below and line up

c. Click on each knife line individually and then select apply knife.
d . Delete unwanted parts. I �lled with color for better visibility.

e. Duplicate these, align them and distribute
them vertically until you get a pleasing
look. Make a compound path.

10. Now go back to your one of your shorter, fatter ovals and o�set it. Delete the inner oval.
Using the same technique as with the others, place the oval on the chevron, crop and make
a compound path.

11. Grab another one of your squat circles,
o�set it and create a compound path.
I �lled it so you can see. Center it over the chevron.
Zoom in to see if you need to do some subtle sizing. so
no chevron is extending beyond circle.

resizing needed

13. Now comes assembly time. Drag your guide onto the mat.
and place your outside ovals. Don’t worry if it is not a perfect �t.
Select your patterned ovals and create a compound path.

14. Take one of your squat ovals, o�set it and delete the
inside. Place it in the middle.

15.  You can move your guide and delete it now.
Select the shapes, open the MODIFY window and subtract. Create a compound path

16. Move your center oval into place and weld.

17. Create a stem with the free form polygon tool. Swirls and tendrils you’re on your
own because I haven’t �gured those out yet.


